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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee,
My name is Dr. Mark N. Cooper. I am Director of Research of the Consumer
Federation of America. I appreciate the opportunity to address the issue of mergers in the
airline industry. I appear before you today on behalf of the Consumer Federation of America1
and Consumers Union2 to express our deep concern about the pending merger wave in the
airline industry.
In June 2000 testimony on “The Proposed United Airlines-US Air Merger” before the
Senate Antitrust Committee, I opened my testimony with the following observation
There are some mergers to which policy makers and the Department of Justice
should just say “no!” This is one of them. This merger would reduce
competition in an industry that already suffers from a general lack of
competition. It would trigger a round of mergers that would leave consumers
with fewer and fewer choices across the nation. New airlines would find it
harder and harder to enter these more concentrated, integrated markets that
would result.
There was a time when airline problems were largely problems for business
travelers, but that has changed. The rapid growth of personal income over the
past decade has made air travel much more common among residential
consumers, in spite of sharply rising ticket prices. As a result, consumer
groups such as CFA have become more and more concerned about the failures
of the airline market – poor service and the abuse of market power in a highly
concentrated industry.3
In March of 2001, we were confronted with a merger wave; I expressed consumer
concern about the emerging industry structure at a hearing in the House of Representatives as
follows:
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With two mergers pending between major airlines and a third being widely
talked about, there can be no more uncertainty about the structure of the
industry. The airline industry is in the process of organizing itself into a
private cartel. Two or three dominant firms will control the vast majority of
traffic through monopoly airports in fortress regions embedded in national
networks that rarely compete with one another.4
Exactly six months later, testifying a few days after the events of September 11, 2001,
I again urged the Congress not to forget the consumer in writing public policy to deal with the
airline industry.
In addition to ensuring a more secure air travel network, it is absolutely
appropriate for Congress to require fairer competition, better service and more
effective consumer protection in exchange for assistance to commercial
operators. The airline industry was falling seriously short in these crucial areas
before the attack.5
The mergers that are on the table today, such as the Delta-USAIR merger or those that
are being contemplated trigger all of our concerns, and are actually worse from the
competition and consumer point of view than the United –US Air merger that we opposed in
2000.6 I again urge the Congress to keep the consumer interest front and center when it
examines these mergers.
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We have not opposed every airline merger that comes down the runway. The US AirAmerica West merger was generally a geographic extension merger with little overlap in
route, which we did not oppose, although it has had some anti-competitive effects. However,
we do oppose mergers that have significant anti-competitive effects and there can be little
doubt that the mergers on the table will have severely anti-competitive7 and anti-consumer8
effects. The industry has repeatedly claimed that anticompetitive mergers are crucial to the
viability of the industry, but that has not generally been the case. The effect over time is to
leave the consumer with less competition and an industry that is no healthier.
We have had a hiatus in consolidation in the industry in the past half decade, as the
industry restructured,9 but that does not change the fundamental concerns about anticonsumer and anti-competitive effects of mergers in this industry. The elimination of
competition and the reinforcement of dominant fortress hubs inevitably raise concerns about
rising prices. Competitive entry in the industry, to the extent it can discipline the abuse of
market power, is highly restricted, limited to selective, high volume routes and markets. The
so-called low cost airlines would leave more than half the country unserved.
As travelers fall under the control of one airline, the ability of new entrants to crack
markets is reduced. It becomes harder and harder to attract passengers to flight segments and
the necessary scale of entry gets larger and larger. The inconvenience, and in many cases, the
impossibility of inter-airline travel, give the airline enhanced market power over the traveler.
Travelers thus suffer the typical effects of the abuse of market power – fewer choices, higher
prices and lower quality. Low cost airlines selectively enter the high volume routes, leaving
much of the country with little competition. The past history of mergers suggests that
consumers will end up with higher prices, less service and the industry will remain in turmoil.
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The fact that the industry goes through wild boom and bust cycles is not a
justification for letting down our guard against the abuse of market power. At a
minimum, the boom and bust cycles create cycles of uneven service; at a maximum, it
strands consumers. Having gone through a series of bankruptcies and a large loan
guarantee program to bail the industry out, we are faced with a massive consolidation
and Congress must ask where is the public interest in all this? How will the consumer
be served?
Backward looking analyses based on pre-2000 industry behavior that claim the socalled low cost airlines will discipline price increases are misguided. Looking in the rear
view mirror, such analyses ignore the fundamental shifts in the industry that suggest low cost
entrants simply will not restrain price increases on the many routes that lack sufficient
competition today and would have competition further reduced by these mergers.
•

Low cost carriers have not entered these lower volume routes. They are highly
selective in the routes they enter. The characteristics of those routes that have led them
to stay away are not likely to change sufficiently to induce entry.10

•

Notwithstanding the expansion of low cost carriers, total capacity in the industry is
down by about 15 percent.11

•

There has been a long series of price increases over the past two years that the low
cost airlines have failed to discipline.12

•

Industry-wide prices have flattened or been rising, so the industry-wide price
disciplining power of the low cost carriers is doubtful.13

•

The so-called legacy carriers have substantially modified their cost structures, so the
claim of bloat has lost its credibility. 14
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Backward looking analyses of previous mergers do not lay our concerns to rest either,
for two reasons:
•

First, the underlying motivations for past mergers differs from those being
contemplated today. The economic rationales offered had a more plausible basis to
claim they would be consumer friendly, even though they have not work out that
way.15

•

Second, even with these more benign justifications, the history of past mergers is far
from encouraging.16

Anti-trust analysis recognizes that the failing firm defense will allow apparently anticompetitive mergers to go forward when they would not usually pass muster. However, this
defense is valid only in the context of an industry that is otherwise competitive and exhibits a
healthy competitive structure. That is not the case within the airline industry.
This is an infrastructure industry of vital importance to the nation and there is serious
doubt that the current approach to industrial organization can provide the full, nation-wide
service that a continental, world class economy needs. Policy makers face a fundamental
challenge. If these mergers go forward under the claim that they are necessary to save the
industry, then the basic premises of the approach to public policy must be questioned because
the fiction of competition can no longer be maintained for a large part of the nation.
This Committee does not review mergers, but it has the ultimate responsibility for the
public policy that deeply affects the industrial organization of the industry. I urge you to send
a strong signal that if the industry tries to go down the path of massive consolidation it will
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years of financial darkness, U.S. airlines are seeing rays of hope. Passenger demand is stronger and
costs are under control.
Ed Perkins, “Are Airline Mergers Good of Bad for Consumers?,” Smarter Travel, November 30, 2006: One
overriding fact governs the outcome: The Incentive for the merger is almost solely to reduce
competition. In the past, airlines have merged for three basic reasons:
The earliest focused mainly on extended geographic scope, such as Delta with Western, US Airways
with PSA, American with Reno, and even the recent America West with US Airways.
A few prior mergers were designed to rescue a failing line, such as American with TWA.
And some of the earlier mergers were designed to take advantage of the economics so scale, such as the
consolidation of several smaller lines into Hughes Airwest.
But even the industry now admits that future mergers among mega-carriers will be aimed almost solely
at reducing competition. They’re already so big that extra size doesn’t help lower costs, and they
already cover most of the nation. But reduced competition would likely produce many rewards,
allowing the remaining airlines to hike rate – and probably reduce service levels – even further. Also,
mergers would probably involve the shutting down of several adjacent “hubs,” where local travelers
would see substantial reductions in service.
Jerry Chandler, “Airline Mergers? Not So Fast,” Cheap Flights Limited, December 15, 2006: Of the six major
mergers I just touched on, four essentially failed to live up to their purported promise – US
Air/Piedmont, US Air/PSA, Northwest/Republic, and Pan Am/National. A fifth, American/TWA,
resulted in the downsizing of St. Louis. Only Delta/Western really worked for airlines and airline
passengers alike.
No, past history doesn’t dictate present success.
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find a Congress ready, willing, and able to prevent the abuse of consumers that inevitably
follows from such a concentrated market.
The assumption that markets are the best way to organize an industry is just that, an
assumption. The assumption must be rebuttable, if economics is to be an empirical science.
Policy makers must accept that sometimes there are market failures and take the appropriate
actions to ameliorate the problem.17 In the airline industry, with its boom and bust cycles, its
fits and starts of competition, and fortress hubs, where half the markets are competitive and
half are captive monopolies a potential merger wave demands close scrutiny.
There are a range of policies that could be pursued.
First, if the Congress wants to stick to the market model, it must urge regulatory
authorities to just say no to those mergers that are anticompetitive. Certainly, the US AirDelta and United-Continental mergers fit the bill. Close analysis of route overlap and hub
proximity suggests that these mergers will have substantial anti-competitive effects that will
be impossible to ameliorate with traditional antitrust remedies. 18
Traditional antitrust remedies for the anticompetitive effects of mergers are not likely
to be effective in these cases. The spin-off of some assets to repair the competitive harms in
the markets would occur in city-pairs that are already insufficiently competitive. They have
not experienced competitive entry and it is difficult to see how the spin off will result in
sustained competition if these mergers are approved. Consumers would suffer severe price
increases before entry might occur. 19
The antitrust authorities will also have to micro-manage the gates and slots at
regional hubs where the merger eliminates competition to ensure that they result in
sustained competition on a large number of routes. If not, consumers would be left
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Marilyn Geewax, “Key Legislator Says Airline Mergers Threaten Competition,” Cox News Service, December
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US Airways acquires Delta, travelers in the Southeast are particularly likely to be gouged.
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with reduced competition and declining service, but this is an approach the antitrust
authorities hesitate to take and generally refuse to engage in for the long term.
Broader policies to protect consumers in an industry were competition is weakened
generally fall outside of the purview of the anti-trust authorities. 20 Occasionally, an antitrust
consent decree will set prices for a short period of time, although that is frequently for inputs
in a vertically integrated production chain, not retail prices to the public.
Merger waves start with one deal and the antitrust authorities tend not to take a broad
view of the wave. 21 They simply cannot see the forest for the trees. It is the Congress that
must take the broad view and recognize that when it comes to competition, a forest with too
few trees is very bad for consumers. The best way to stop the wave is to stop the first merger,
which would be Delta-US Air in this case, particularly when it has such pervasive
anticompetitive effects.
In sum, the antitrust authorities cannot approve mergers, like Delta-USAir or similar
mergers and pretend that competition will protect consumers in the large number of markets
that are presently inadequately competitive and in which competition will be further reduced.
If antitrust authorities conclude that consolidation is necessary to restore the financial health
of the industry, then they, along with the Congress, must give up the fiction of market
competition as the primary approach to industrial organization for the airline industry. They
must provide consumers with much greater non-market protections against the abuse of the
market power that will inevitably result from a merger wave in this industry.
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Ed Perkins, “Are Airline Mergers Good of Bad for Consumers?,” Smarter Travel, November 30, 2006: When
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of competition…In my view, however, it is time for a different government focus. Route adjustments
are no longer as important as the once were. Instead, I’d like to see regulators accept the inevitability of
reduced competition and require merged line to provide other offsetting benefits. Among the
possibilities:
Increased compensation for involuntary bumping.
Expanded definition of bumping to include factors other than overbooking.
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between United Airlines and Continental Airlines came to light this week. And if one big merger goes
through, other airlines will probably feel compelled to pair off as well or wind up at a competitive
disadvantage because the have higher costs or smaller route networks. Marilyn Geewax, “Key
Legislator Says Airline Mergers Threaten Competition,” Cox News Service, December 15, 2006, p. 1:
The merger wave was launched last month when US Airways Group Inc. made an unsolicited bid, now
worth $8. billion, for Delta Air Lines Inc. This week, UAL Corp., parent of United Airlines, and
Continental Airlines Inc., announced they are holding talks on a possible merger. In addition, AirTran
Holdings Inc, has offered to buy Midwest Air Groups Inc. for about $290. Brad Foss, “Airline
Mergers Could Raise Fares in ’07,” KiplingerForecasts.com: Analysts say other potential deal
permutations that my be explores – if they haven’t already – include AMR Corps’s American Airlines
linking up with Northwest Airlines Corp.
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